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Install ¼ - 20 nylock nuts onto the (2) pem 
studs in the anchor plates.  Do not tighten these 
nylock nuts down at this time so the mounting 
brackets can slide side to side to position the 
mechanism in the correct location. 

Repeat this process for each of the QuickAt-
tach mechanism mounting plates 

NOTE:  The QuickAttach mechanism mount-
ing kit includes (8) ½ inch bolts that will 
be used when the mechanism is mounted 
in the housing.  If the mechanism is being 
mounted at a later date, save these bolts and 
use them to secure the mechanism to the 
mounting plates.   

Both, the Eclipse and Aluminum mechanisms 
are being shipped with the pulley brackets 
on both the motor end and non motor ends 
already set at the correct width and height 
for the QuickAttach system.  
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Install the mounting feet on the non motor 
end of the mechanism.  For the Eclipse 
mechanism, use the top hole to mount the 
feet.  For the aluminum system, use the fifth 
hole down from the top.

NOTE:  It is important to use the mounting 
feet so the mechanism is securely mounted 
in the cover housing.

Drop the motor end of the mechanism into 
place by aligning the slots that are in the 
bottom of the pulley brackets with the pem 
studs in the mounting plates and sliding it 
into place.  
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Install the non motor end of the mechanism 
so the slots in the pulley brackets slide over 
the pem studs in the mechanism mounting 
plates. 
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Attach the roll up tube to the motor and non 
motor ends of the mechanism using the 
hardware provided.  
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To position the mechanism in the correct 
location, use a length of rope to make sure 
it will travel straight from the cover guide 
to the pulleys on the mechanism. It is very 
important that the roll up tube be centered 
between the cover guides.    
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Tighten the nylock nuts to secure the mount-
ing plates to the riser and the mechanism 
pulley brackets to the mounting plates.    
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The mechanism mounting plates have threaded 
holes in them that line up with the mounting 
holes in the pulley brackets.  Insert ¼ -20 x ¾ 
inch bolts into these holes and secure the motor 
end of the mechanism to the mounting plates. 
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Turn the motor end of the mechanism upside 
down to install the mounting feet.  For the 
Eclipse mechanism, use the top hole in the 
mounting feet.  For the aluminum system, 
use the second hole from the top on the 
mounting feet.  
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Secure the non motor end of the mechanism 
to the mounting plates using the ¼ -20 x ¾ 
inch bolts.
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For the aluminum system, use a 3/16 drill bit 
to drill through the holes in the cross braces.  
For the aluminum and Eclipse system, use 
1/2 inch screws and nylock nuts provided 
to secure the cross braces together.  Repeat 
this process on the non motor end of the 
mechanism. 


